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Shutdown
goes south
Student veterans,
park employees
face freeze in pay
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Jill Zyer, a freshman from Frankfort studying special education, writes on the “Before I Die” wall Tuesday outside of
Faner Hall. Bethany Wendler, the coordinator for Student Involvement and Leadership Development, describes the wall
as a community art project designed to get people involved. “This is a unique way to experience campus because it adds
something different to Faner Hall and makes you look at things differently,” Wendler said.

Researchers aim to free up radio spectrum
DYLAN FROST
Daily Egyptian
The sky is cluttered with radio waves, and
SIU researchers are working to clean up the
mess in an ever-shrinking spectrum.
The National Science Foundation awarded
the university a $896,629 grant to study
radio-spectrum sharing and ways to make it
more efficient to its users. Xiangwei Zhou, coprincipal investigator and engineering professor,
said researchers will study ways to create a better
economic plan for primary and secondary use
while also freeing up frequency space.
“Frequency resource is limited because, for
a specific area, we have already allocated up
spectrum band for a certain service,” Zhou
said. “In a certain area we can squeeze in more
services using the same frequency. Later on,
the spectrum resource can almost become
unlimited.”
The radio spectrum is made up of
electromagnetic radio waves that operate at
different frequencies. The frequency, measured
in megahertz, is the rate at which a radio wave
vibrates throughout space. A radio receiver can
clearly pick up signals only from the frequency
it is dialed into. For example, 101.5 CIL-FM
operates at 101.5 megahertz per second.
Spectrum sharing would allow two stations
to share the same frequency without channel
interference, said Andrew Clegg, program
director for the Enhancing Access to the Radio
Spectrum.
“This wouldn’t work, for example, for TV
stations or FM stations that are on all the time,
but a lot of radio stations such as police dispatch
and the like aren’t transmitting all the time,”
Clegg, an NSF employee, said in an email.
The spectrum is regulated by the Federal

Communications Commission for commercial
and non-commercial uses, and it is issued to
primary and secondary users. Clegg said an
example would be the police force’s own licensed
spectrum for emergency radio dispatch; only the
police can use it, even if they are not using the
radio to communicate. Spectrum sharing then
would allow the police — the primary users
— to lend part of the spectrum to a secondary
user. This, Clegg said, is what is known as
opportunistic use.
“The secondary user could test to see if it’s
being used and they’re only supposed to use it if
it’s unoccupied,” said Alison Watts, an economics
professor and co-principal investigator of the
research project.
Watts said frequencies are often only used 15
to 80 percent of the time, which gives secondary
users an opportunity to use the spectrum during
times of vacancy while also freeing up other
frequencies.
“That’s the goal of the project — to make sure
that there’s always enough frequencies available,”
Watts said. “It should increase the frequencies
available and it should also make everything
cheaper.”
Zhou said the FCC’s and researchers’ primary
goal is to improve the spectrum’s efficiency.
Researchers will explore other initiatives of
spectrum usage later, he said.
“Later on, we’re going to explore the
connections between economic aspects and
engineering aspects,” Zhou said. “For example,
if I’m sending spectrum to a specific user, the
price is actually related to how you utilize the
network.“
The spectrum has been used for more
than a century and has a variety of everyday
uses: Wi-Fi, radio, television, cellular phones,
wireless Internet, GPS and public safety

communications. As technology advances and
wireless products become more prevalent for
on-the-go users, the spectrum has lost available
space and is causing several communications
problems, such as channel interruption and
slower connectivity.
“It’s sort of like being at a party and
two people are trying to talk to you at the
exact same time,” Clegg said. “Signals get
mixed with each other when two users try
to transmit on the same channel at the same
time in the same general area. In that case,
people trying to receive those transmissions
get a lot of noise and interference.”
SIU’s research proposal was chosen by the
National Science Foundation as one of the
top 15 percent proposals submitted to the
Enhancing Access to the Radio Spectrum
program. Clegg said the foundation receives
proposals from universities around the
country, and the panels choose the proposals
that they believe have the best combination
of intellectual merit and broader impact.
He said lawmakers consider the radio
spectrum to be a major contributor to the
nation’s economy because of its wide range of
uses. Congress and President Barack Obama
want to make it more efficient to foster more
opportunities for stakeholders, commercial
broadband providers, public safety,
homeland security and national defense,
according to provisions in the 2010 National
Broadband Plan, the 2012 Spectrum Act and
the 2012 President’s Committee of Advisors
on Science and Technology report.
Dylan Frost can be reached at
dfrost@dailyegyptian.com
or 536-3311 ext. 255.

Southern Illinois residents as well as university
students have already begun to see effects of the partial
government shutdown.
The shutdown, effective Tuesday, came after
congressional Republicans and Democrats failed
to reach an agreement concerning provisions in the
fiscal year 2014 budget. Republicans insisted on an
addition that could defund President Barack Obama’s
health care law, and the impasse caused a furlough of
nearly 800,000 federal workers.
While Obama signed a law that provides pay
for active duty service men and women despite
the shutdown, Veterans Affairs office workers may
experience financial effects as early as Friday.
Paul Copeland, university Veterans Services
coordinator, said student employees will continue to
work through Thursday. Copeland will remain on the
job because he is a state employee. However, he said
student employees will be forced into unpaid leave if
a congressional agreement is not reached by Friday
because they are paid through the federal work-study
program and are Veterans Affairs employees.
September G.I. bill payments were made Tuesday,
he said, but October’s could be problematic if the
delay lasts longer than a few days. October payments
could be delayed if the VA processing center is closed,
Copeland said.
“If it goes more than a week, then you may see
some delayed payments … obviously we’re concerned
because these students live off that budget,” he said.
St. Louis’ VA call center has also been tied to the
Thursday deadline, Copeland said.
Jared Jones, a senior from Virden studying
biomedical science, is a caseworker in Veteran Affairs
who is among the five student employees who would
have to take time off because of the partial shutdown.
Jones answers fellow veterans’ questions, whose topics
range from tutoring to financial need.
“Paul Copeland is just as capable as anybody of
pointing people in the direction, as far as where to
go,” he said. “The only difference is there could be a
little bit of a wait, possibly, because it’s going to be a
one-man show.”
However, an October partial shutdown may not
create as much of a backlog as one in earlier in the
semester, he said.
“This time of the semester, we’re not as busy as we
usually are,” he said. “It’s usually people that are just
coming to campus that are receiving benefits. That’s
usually right around the beginning of the semester
that we’re real busy.”
Chief Communications Officer Rae Goldsmith said
the university is going to do its best to accommodate
the five students within VA services who may be out
of work.
“We are watching closely, and are going to work to
do whatever we can to find alternative options for the
students to the extent that we can … We just haven’t
identified them yet,” she said.
Goldsmith said off-campus military-base programs
might be affected by the shutdown because all but
three of the 21 bases where SIU offer programs will
stay open.
Please see SHUTDOWN | 3
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The Weather Channel® 5-day weather forecast for Carbondale
Today

83°
65°
Scattered
T-Storms

30% chance of
precipitation

Thursday

84°
63°
A.M. Isolated
T-Storms

50% chance of
precipitation

Friday

Saturday

84°
64°

73°
51°

Isolated
T-Storms

Scattered
T-Storms

30% chance of

60% chance of

precipitation

Sunday

61°
41°

precipitation

Sunny

0% chance of
precipitation
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as missing college student
PAT PHEIFER
Associated Press
A body found near Lonsdale,
Minn., on Monday is that of missing
University of Minnesota student
Anarae Schunk, Rosemount police
said Tuesday.
The body was found about 4:30
p.m. in a grassy ditch beside a gravel
road in Wheatland Township in
Rice County, about 35 miles from
Rosemount, where Schunk was last
seen alive. It was found by county
crews mowing the ditch on the south
side of the road. The body was taken
to the Hennepin County medical
examiner’s autopsy to determine the
cause and manner of death.
About 9 p.m. Monday, Rosemount
police asked Schunk’s parents for her
dental records.
Schunk, 20, was last seen by her
best friend the afternoon of Sept. 21
when the friend dropped her off at
a Caribou Coffee in Burnsville. She
was going to meet up with her exboyfriend Shavelle Chavez-Nelson

to try to get back $5,000 she had
loaned him while they were dating.
She was seen on video surveillance
going into Nina’s Grill in Burnsville
that evening. Chavez-Nelson, 31,
is accused of fatally shooting a man
outside the bar about 2 a.m. Sunday.
He was charged last week with
second-degree murder in the death
of Palagor Jobi, 23, of Savage. His
girlfriend, Ashley Conrade, 24, of
Rosemount, was charged with aiding
an offender for allegedly harboring
Nelson until his arrest on Sept. 24.
They and others could face
additional charges in Schunk’s
death when the case is presented to
prosecutors.
Nelson has a lengthy criminal
record and was released from the
Hennepin County jail two days
earlier on $25,000 bail after being
accused of forcing his way into a
Richfield home with a gun in June.
He was charged in that case with
first-degree burglary and illegally
possessing a gun.
The criminal complaints in the

Burnsville case said Conrade told
police that after the shooting she,
Nelson and Schunk returned to her
townhouse. That’s where Schunk’s
trail ended.
Tyson Schunk said Sunday that
Burnsville police told the family
that investigators found his sister’s
white jacket at an apartment in St.
Paul and a knife connected with the
case on the roof of that apartment
building. The jacket was covered in
blood and had 18 to 20 holes that
investigators believed could indicate
stab wounds.
Schunk’s brothers and other family
members drove from place to place
Sunday trying to find additional
evidence. They called for volunteers
to search Lilydale Regional Park that
day, then on Monday said police had
apparently found additional evidence
in an industrial and farmland area of
Apple Valley and at Lebanon Hills
Park in Eagan. They asked volunteers
to search those areas, too, and were
trying to set up additional searches
in the following days.
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Facebook, Google go head-to-head in mobile, video ad wars
BENJAMIN PIMENTEL
MarketWatch
SAN FRANCISCO — Facebook Inc.
and Google Inc. are poised to dominate
a growing online advertising arena that’s
increasingly being defined by the rise of
mobile computing and video.
Facebook and Google have sizable and
established user bases seen as critical as ad
dollars shift to mobile away from desktop
PCs. The two Internet giants are also zeroing
in more on video ads, which are expected
to lead to robust growth, although some
analysts are skeptical that video will have
much of a financial impact over the next year
or two.
“With more ways for online users to
shed cookies and with the advent of mobile
devices, the most valuable user data may fall
with the few large Internet giants that have
some pre-existing relationship with the user,”
RBC Capital’s Mark Mahaney told clients in
a note based on one of several advertising
conferences attended by analysts in New
York last week.

SHUTDOWN
CONTINUED FROM

1

“Two military base education
service buildings are closed — Camp
Lejeune and New River,” said Gayla
Stoner, director for distance education
and off-campus programs. “We made
arrangements for staff to virtually serve
students. Also, we have alternative
classroom locations for these two
locations.”
While VA student employees wait to
hear if they will report to work Friday,
national parks have already closed —

“These large Internet companies may
come to possess some of the most valuable
data about how users behave across devices
in an increasingly cookie-less world.”
Google dominates the digital ad market
with a projected 33 percent share of total
revenue in 2013, followed by Facebook
with a little over 5 percent and Yahoo Inc.
with 3 percent, according to estimates from
eMarketer. The market itself is projected to
expand 13 percent to $118 billion this year.
Facebook shares closed above $50 last
week for the first time, as analysts pointed
to the social network’s online ad momentum,
especially in mobile. The stock gained 1.7
percent Friday to close at $51.24.
“Our conversations on the conference
floor suggest continuing momentum for
Facebook, but also significant runway left,”
Goldman Sachs analyst Heather Bellini, who
raised her price target to $58 from $52, told
clients in a note.
That runway is being defined by the steady
growth of online advertising, particularly
in mobile, where Facebook has displayed
impressive growth in the past year. Analysts

including those in southern Illinois.
Shawnee National Forest and Crab
Orchard National Wildlife Refuge are
both closed indefinitely.
The National Park Service will take
all necessary steps to close and secure
national park facilities and grounds
to suspend all activities except for
those that are essential to respond to
emergencies that involve human safety
or property protection, according
to the U.S Department of Interior’s
website.
Phone calls to the Shawnee National
Forest were answered with a recording

also cite the promise of Facebook’s Instagram
and of online video ads in general.
“Facebook is laying the foundation for
a new video ad product, which we believe
could be its next billion-dollar business,”
Jefferies analyst Brian Pitz told clients in a
note. He raised his price target for Facebook
even higher, from $37 to $60. He did note
that Facebook must proceed with caution,
given worries that video ads could turn off
users.
“Facebook recently began testing autoplay videos in users’ mobile news feeds,”
Pitz said. “When it does eventually launch
its video product, the first videos will be
user-generated content, and we won’t expect
to see video ads until the format has been
refined over time. This strategy should get
users comfortable with seeing auto-play
videos in the news feed, likely minimizing
user blowback when ads are introduced.”
Bernstein Research analyst Carlos Kirjner
was less upbeat about Facebook’s video gains,
saying in a note, “We believe the incremental
revenue impact of News Feed video ads over
the next 12-24 months will be small. ... None

that stated employees are on furlough
because of a government-funding
lapse, and a message would be returned
once the shutdown has ended and
employees return to work.
The parks have also taken to their
social media accounts to inform
citizens of the closures.
“Due to a lapse of government
funding, this account will not be active
until further notice,” a Crab Orchard
Wildlife Refuge Facebook post stated.
While the Shawnee National Forest
Twitter account will remain inactive
until funding is restored, today’s tweet

of what we have heard so far gives us high
conviction that video ads will create major
upside to the current revenue trajectory in
the next 12-24 months.”
Still, Bellini of Goldman Sachs noted
positive feedback from advertisers and
marketers, saying “early adopters of Facebook
advertising” pointed to “ongoing success
around in-feed ads and custom audiences as
well as growing budgets.”
“Those relatively newer to Facebook
indicated
growing
interest
and
experimentation driven by the scale of
Facebook’s reach, as well as its targeting
options,” she wrote.
Meanwhile, Google is seen maintaining its
dominant position in the online ad market,
thanks in part to the search giant’s gains with
its popular YouTube service.
“Overall, attendees we spoke with
indicated Google and YouTube remain
staples in their marketing budgets,” Bellini
wrote.
Google shares edged lower by 0.2 percent
to close at $876.39 on Friday. The stock has
risen 24 percent year-to-date.

stated, “Due to the lapse in federal
government funding, this channel
will not be updated until the federal
government reopens.”
Other programs threatened by
the shutdown include Head Start
programs nationwide, but Interim Vice
Chancellor of Research James Garvey
said he does not think Carbondale’s
program would be affected.
Goldsmith also said while federal
financial aid is liable to be affected, she
believes there will be minimal if any
disruption in student financial aid, but
the university will continue to monitor

potential changes.
The Special Supplemental Nutrition
Program for Women, Infants and
Children is also in the line of financial
fire. No administrative costs will be
available, as reported by USA Today,
but state funds may be available.
Jackson County Health Dept. officials
report the vouchers are state-funded,
so their WIC program will be business
as usual.
Kayli Plotner and Karsten
Burgstahler can be reached by calling
536-3311 ext. 252
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New construction, renovations
take shape as target dates near
JOSHUA MURRAY
For Daily Egyptian
As the university’s construction
continues, three major campuswide projects have target dates for
completion.
Phil Gatton, director of Plant and
Service Operations, said renovations
to Pulliam Hall, the Richard Jones
Stadium and the Student Services
buildings’ construction are coming
along as scheduled.
Gatton said some campus buildings’
age have made construction and
renovations necessary.
“It’s an older campus,” he said. “It’s
a campus built in the ’50s and ’60s
primarily, so all those buildings are
coming of age and they require a lot of
maintenance, a lot of updates, and we’ve
been fortunate we’ve been able to do a
lot of that recently.”
When Student Services building
work began in 2010, completion was
initially set for fall 2013, he said. That
timetable has been maintained, and the
building is close to completion, Gatton
said.
“We’re scheduled to be open for
homecoming weekend,” he said. “We’re
putting the finishing touches on it,
moving in furniture, final painting,
cleanup, so it’s moving along quite
nicely.”

The Student Services building will
offer admissions, housing and financial
services.
During her State of the University
address, Chancellor Rita Cheng said the
building will help streamline campus
processes such as the “Woody shuffle,”
which all new student employees
are required to complete. Once the
construction is complete, Woody
Hall will be renovated to create new
classroom space, Cheng said.
While some Woody Hall services
such as graduate services and the
financial aid and bursar offices will
make the transition to the new building,
others will stay in their designated
offices. Rita VanPelt, Disability Support
Services assistant director, said her office
would stay put.
“DSS will not be moving into the
‘new Woody Hall,’ we will remain in
our current office,” VanPelt said. “Many
other offices are preparing for the move
… The new building will facilitate
offices that require more space for the
students they assist.”
The renovations at Pulliam Hall are
also coming along on as scheduled,
Gatton said.
Plans to restore much of the building’s
electrical, mechanical and overall
structural systems of the building,
including the gymnasium, were
announced in 2012. The renovated area

will partially be used to move Art and
Design students from the Blue Barracks
to new studio space.
“We just finished the second floor
of the gym,” he said. “The pool has
been filled in, a lot of the mechanical
systems are put in, so we’re on schedule
to be done in fall 2014.”
Updates and renovations to Abe
Martin Field, soon to be known as
the Richard “Itchy” Jones Stadium,
are also set for completion early next
year. Andy Pettit, associate athletic
director of facilities, said the stadium
is on schedule or its January 2014
completion.
“We’re actually ahead of schedule a
little bit,” Pettit said.
The stadium renovations couldn’t
have happened at a more appropriate
time, he said.
“We were so far behind,” he said.
“We were by far the worst in the league.
One of the worst regionally, for sure.”
The baseball stadium is the last sports
facility on campus to receive major
updates and renovations, he said.
“It’s really one of the last dominos
in our row to knock over,” Pettit said.
“Baseball was the glaring facility that
was in dire need of repair.”

Matt Daray, Karsten Burgstahler,
Amanda Erd and Jalisa Coleman
contributed to this story.

Drugs, caffeine, chemicals found
in Great Lakes worry researchers
KEITH MATHENY
Detroit Free Press
DETROIT — Pharmaceuticals,
caffeine and items such as toothpaste
additives have been found farther out
in the Great Lakes than ever before,
according to a new study that also raises
concerns about their levels.
The presence of pharmaceuticals and
personal care products — or PPCPs —
has previously gone largely unstudied
within the Great Lakes, according to
Rebecca Klaper, a co-author of the
September study.
Klaper, an associate professor at the
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee’s
School of Freshwater Sciences, said the
expectation has been that the Great
Lakes’ huge volumes of water would
dilute the PPCPs into undetectability.
Lakes Michigan and Huron, which are
connected, together have 2 quadrillion,
or 2,000 trillion, gallons of water, for
example.
Pharmaceuticals found in Lake
Michigan two miles offshore from
two Milwaukee wastewater treatment
plants included a diabetes medication
and a hormone used in birth-control
pills. The new findings are alarming
researchers, even as they continue to
learn more about what the presence of
PPCPs means. The concern is that the
products, or mixtures of them, might
affect fish and other aquatic life in ways
that harm the ecosystem, Klaper said.
“If it does cause an impact, we need
to start targeting some of our treatment
processes,” she said.
Klaper and her team looked for 54
PPCPs and hormones in Lake Michigan
surface water and sediment samples at
varying distances from Milwaukee’s two

main wastewater treatment plants. The
samples were collected on six dates over
two years.
Thirty-two of the PPCPs were found
in Lake Michigan’s water and 30 in the
lake’s sediments. The most frequently
found products — detected as far out
as two miles from the waste water
treatment facilities — included:
Metformin, a prescription diabetes
medicine.
Caffeine, found from some natural
sources but also from coffee, tea, pop
and energy drinks.
Sulfamethoxazole, an antibiotic
used to treat ailments such as urinary
tract infections and inner-ear infections.
Triclosan, an antibacterial and
antifungal agent found in many
consumer
products,
including
toothpaste and antibacterial soaps.
Of the detected drugs and care
products, 14 were found to be in
concentrations of “medium” or “high”
ecological risk, according to the study.
“The concentrations found in this
study ... indicate a significant threat by
PPCPs to the health of the Great Lakes,
particularly near-shore organisms,” the
research report states.
While only Lake Michigan was
studied, PPCPs likely persist in other
Great Lakes that take wastewater
outflows, according to Klaper.
It’s alarming that the chemicals are
found that far from shore in the new
study, said Olga Lyandres, research
manager for the Alliance for the Great
Lakes, a nonprofit lake advocacy group.
“The argument used to be the lakes
are so large, of course right by the
discharge point you need to check for
the stuff, but it’s not affecting the lake as
a whole,” she said.

The number and variety of PPCPs
making their way into the environment
from many sources raises the concern,
Lyandres said.
“There are some questions that are
still unanswered,” she said. “You can
study one chemical at a time, but in
reality, we’re exposed to a chemical
soup.”
Another 2012 study led by Klaper
exposed fathead minnows for 28 days
to low levels of two common PPCPs
found in water, the herbicide linuron
and DEHP, a plasticizer often used in
PVC pipe. Male minnows exposed to
a mix of the chemicals had reduced
testosterone, but not those exposed to
only one chemical or the other.
While
pharmaceuticals
and
personal care products are considered
“contaminants of emerging concern”
by scientists, a lack of understanding
of what, if any, impacts very low levels
have on humans or aquatic species
means little to nothing is done about
them now.
“We don’t do anything specific
for them — we have our treatment
that’s in place” for sewage “and that’s
all they get,” said Dave Johnson,
laboratory supervisor for the Muskegon
Wastewater Management System,
which serves the city and 15 other
municipalities near Lake Michigan’s
shores.
Plant officials had a study conducted
of PPCPs in the plant’s in- and outflows
in 2010 as part of a plan to potentially
market the region to pharmaceutical
firms, Johnson said. Most plants don’t
do that kind of testing because it’s not
mandatory, plants generally don’t have
the laboratory capabilities and farming
out such testing is expensive, he said.
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THEIR WORD

CHARLOTTE ALLEN
LOS ANGELES TIMES
Pope Francis’ highly publicized recent
interview with an Italian Jesuit magazine
has ushered in a new era for the Roman
Catholic Church — an era of record levels
of misinterpretation of the pontiff’s words,
both by the liberal media and by conservative
Catholics who have been grousing about
Francis ever since he washed the feet of a
Muslim girl during Holy Week.
The remark most focused on was this: “We
cannot insist only on issues related to abortion,
gay marriage and the use of contraceptive
methods. ... The teaching of the church ...
is clear and I am a son of the church, but it
is not necessary to talk about these issues all
the time.”
How were the pope’s remarks portrayed?
The New York Times headline for its story
about the interview read: “Pope Says Church
Is ‘Obsessed’ With Gays, Abortion and Birth
Control.” Not to be outdone, the New York
Daily News headlined: “Blunt pontiff tells
flock to quit yammering about gay marriage,
abortion and contraceptives” Here’s CNN:
“Pope Francis: Leave Gays Alone.”
There was also a cavalcade of social media
postings. Daily Beast columnist Andrew
Sullivan, an openly gay Catholic who had
sneered at Francis’ predecessor, Pope Benedict
XVI, for calling homosexuality an “intrinsic
disorder,” tweeted ecstatically: “I am, I must
confess, still reeling from Pope Francis’ new,

lengthy and remarkable interview.”
Actress Jane Fonda, who isn’t a Catholic but
who obviously sees Francis as an ally in her
perennial battle against Republicans, tweeted:
“Gotta love new Pope. He cares about poor,
hates dogma. Unlike US Congress. Cutting
$40bil from food stamps.”
Matthew Yglesias, a columnist for Slate,
confessed in a tweet that he liked “a lot of this
new Pope’s ideas, but still have serious doubts
about the part where Jesus dies for my sins and
rises again.”
Finally came the commentary. Yglesias’
Slate colleague William Saletan wrote a
1,600-word column titled “Pope Francis Is a
Liberal” and hinting that the pontiff was on
the verge of ditching such Catholic doctrinal
“mistakes” as papal infallibility and the ban on
birth control.
NARAL Pro-Choice America, the proabortion lobbying organization, posted an
orange e-card on its Facebook page reading
“Dear Pope Francis, Thank you. Signed, Prochoice women everywhere.” House Minority
Leader Nancy Pelosi, who has been denounced
by her fellow Catholics for supporting
abortion rights, declared that Francis was
“starting to sound like a nun” — a reference
to American sisters who were censured by
the Vatican for publicly challenging church
doctrine and promoting “radical feminist
themes incompatible with the Catholic faith.”
Ironically, many conservative Catholics,
who disagree with liberals on practically
everything else, actually agree with their

archenemies that Francis is poised to radically
alter the Catholic Church. A tweet from
the group blog Rorate Caeli — so archtraditionalist that its banner consists of a
photo of the last pre-Second Vatican Council
pope, Pius XII, who died in 1958 — asserted
that Francis may be “the Successor of St. Peter”
but “he’s not the owner of the Church or her
doctrine.” On Fr. Z’s Blog, an Internet refuge
for Catholics fed up with having to sing folk
songs at Mass instead of Gregorian chants, a
commenter wrote: “It’s insulting to be told we
Catholics who are fighting against the great
evils of the day are spending too much time
on such things (you know, those mortal sin
things) and apparently are mean curmudgeons
who aren’t nice enough to people.”
In fact, Francis, as he made clear in his
interview, isn’t likely to deviate from any
aspect of traditional Catholic teaching. He
reiterated that God doesn’t “condemn and
reject” anyone, including gays, but loves
them, is cognizant of the pain they feel and
yearns for them to repent of their sins and
confess them. The very day after the interview
was published, Francis, in an audience
with Catholic gynecologists, vociferously
denounced abortion as a symptom of today’s
“throwaway culture.”
But that is in some ways beside the point. The
Catholic Church really is changing, although
not exactly in the fashion liberals would like.
The church is changing because the world
itself is changing. The hegemony of the West,
technologically advanced but in demographic,

economic, cultural and religious decline, may
well be over. The previous pope, Benedict
XVI, was born and raised in Germany, and
his high aesthetic and intellectual ethos
may have represented the last gasp of that
rich and self-confident Western European
civilization, rooted in Christianity, that gave us
Michelangelo, Shakespeare and Mozart.
Christianity is moribund in the European
West. It is, however, robustly alive in the East
and in the global South, as religion scholar
Philip Jenkins noted in his 2002 book,
“The Next Christendom: The Coming of
Global Christianity.” And it is the Southern
Hemisphere — Argentina — from which
Francis has sprung.
Francis is the first pope of the Next
Christendom. At the moment, it’s not exactly
a prosperous Christendom. It is, however, a
Christendom that can turn out three million
people to sleep in their cheap jeans and
sweatshirts as they wait for Francis to say Mass
on Copacabana beach.
These are people for whom gay marriage is a
First World problem, and for whom abortion
is a desperate measure born of shredded
family life and crushing poverty, rather than a
“my body, my choice” political cause.
Francis was speaking to those people and
for those people in his interview when he said
that the church had to be more like a “field
hospital after battle.” He was reminding us
that nobody is worthless, and that even in
these degraded times, Christianity offers hope
for all — and, most important, forgiveness.
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Feet can feed

TIFFANY BLANCHETTE | DAILY EGYPTIAN

Aisha Ruperto, 8, of Carbondale, stretches Friday before the For Kids’ Sake Run and Walk-a-Thon
fundraiser at Turley Park. The third-annual fundraiser, which featured a 10K and a 5K route, raised
money to benefit schools and orphanages in Bangladesh. According to event coordinators, one
runner’s $15-20 registration fee can feed a child in Bangladesh for two weeks.
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Vets get warm greeting

ALEXA ROGALS | DAILY EGYPTIAN

Craft Shop volunteer Jeni Fields, of Carterville, stamps greeting cards Tuesday during the World Card
Making Day at the Student Center. Fields said this is the Craft Shop’s first year participating in the
event and that they were making greeting cards for veterans. “We are hoping to get about 50 cards
made,” she said. The cards will be brought to the Marion VA Medical Center in time for Veterans Day.

‘The Simpsons’ to kill off
character this season
MEREDITH BLAKE
LOS ANGELES TIMES
“The Simpsons” may be going strong
in its 25th season, but a major character
from the long-running animated series
will soon meet his or her maker.
In a conference call with reporters
last week, executive producer Al Jean
revealed plans to kill off a character in
the season ahead.
“We’re actually working on a script
where a character will pass away,” Jean
said. “I’ll give a clue that the actor
playing the character won an Emmy for
playing that character, but I won’t say
who it is.”
“Simpsons” fanatics will know that
this hint doesn’t exactly narrow things
down: Nearly every member of the
core ensemble of voice-over performers
has won an Emmy, including Dan
Castellaneta (Homer, Barney, Krusty),
Julie Kavner (Marge, Patty, Selma),
Hank Azaria (Apu, practically everyone
else on the show), Nancy Cartwright
(Bart) and Yeardley Smith (Lisa).
Even a few guest stars have picked up
Emmys for “Simpsons” appearances,

PROVIDED PHOTO

including Anne Hathaway for voicing
Princess Penelope and Kelsey Grammer
for Sideshow Bob.
In other words, pretty much anyone
could go. Death has come to Springfield
in the past, most recently with the
untimely passing of Maude Flanders,
wife of the Simpsons’ preternaturally
cheerful next-door neighbor Ned, who
bit the dust after falling off a grandstand

at the racetrack.
The 25th season of “The Simpsons”
premiered Sunday night with a
“Homeland” spoof guest starring
Kristen Wiig. In the press call, Jean
also teased some other highlights in the
season ahead, including a “Futurama”
crossover episode set to air sometime in
May and a wedding, officiated by Stan
Lee, for Comic Book Guy.
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WORLD & NATION
Despite ‘closed’ sign, veterans visit WWII Memorial
SEAN COCKERHAM
McClatchy Washington Bureau
Elderly veterans, white-haired and some in
wheelchairs, found their path blocked at the
monument erected in their honor.
A sign mounted on metal barricades outside
the World War II Memorial announced: “Because
of the Federal Government SHUTDOWN, All
National Parks Are CLOSED.”
But many of the more than 100 veterans
surged past the barricades Tuesday, joined by
members of the same Congress that couldn’t
pass a bill to keep the government running. The
congressmen, tipped off beforehand, removed
the barricades for them.
Republican representatives including Steven
Palazzo of Mississippi, Richard Nugent of
Florida and Louie Gohmert of Texas were

among those involved.
“It’s a sad day,” Palazzo said. “We’re doing our
veterans a disservice not allowing them inside.”
House Republicans have insisted on repeal or
delay of the new health care law in return for
passing a bill to fund the government.
Donald Quinn, surrounded by bagpipers,
rolled his wheelchair up to the Mississippi
column at the memorial and laid a wreath in
honor of his fallen comrades. Patrick McCourt,
who does World War II re-enactments and
greeted the veterans at the memorial, watched
the scene unfold.
McCourt said he wasn’t impressed with either
party in Congress for the partisan bickering
that’s gone on.
“A pox on both their houses,” said McCourt,
who served in the signal corps in Washington
during the Vietnam War.

The National Park Service did not try to
stop the veterans from entering the World
War II Memorial. The agency doesn’t have a
plan for what to do if veterans show up to visit
memorials; Park Service spokeswoman Carol
Johnson said it will be up to the park police how
to react if there are similar incidents.
“I can say we always treat the veterans with
respect,” Johnson said. “We will treat them
with respect.”
The veterans from Mississippi and Iowa came
on Honor Flights, which arrive nearly every day
in Washington.
More than 3,500 Honor Flight veterans are
scheduled to visit Washington this month, said
Jim McLaughlin, the chairman of the Honor
Flight Network, which is funded by donations.
He said it’s too late to cancel the visits, which
will bring veterans of World War II, Korea and

Vietnam to Washington.
“Today they were able to get in and see the
memorial,” he said. “We’re hoping the same will
be true tomorrow.”
Johnson said visitor safety was a concern,
since rangers who are trained in first aid and
CPR are typically on duty at the sites.
The rangers also protect the memorials from
vandalism, Johnson said. She cited an incident
this summer in which a woman spattered green
paint on Washington landmarks, including the
Lincoln Memorial.
“People are very disappointed, they don’t
understand why it is closed,” said Johnson,
standing in front of the World War II Memorial.
“Some people are angry.”
Johnson said she wasn’t being paid on Tuesday
and that it would be her last day of work until
there’s funding.

Cuba will let athletes sign with foreign leagues
ANNE-MARIE GARCIA
PETER ORSI
Associated Press
H AVA N A — Could a new wave
of Cuban baseball players be headed
for the major leagues without having
to defect from the communist island?
Cuba announced Friday that
athletes from all sports will soon be

able to sign contracts with foreign
leagues, a break with a decades-old
policy that held pro sports to be
anathema to socialist ideals.
It’s a step toward the day when the
road from Havana to Yankee Stadium
might mean simply hopping on a
plane rather than attempting a perilous
sea crossing or sneaking out of a hotel
at midnight in a strange land.

But American baseball fans shouldn’t
throw their Dodgers or Rockies caps in
the air in celebration just yet. The Cold
War-era embargo against Cuba means
it may not happen anytime soon.
If it does come to pass, it could
increase — astronomically, in some
cases — the amount of money Cuban
baseball players can earn.
Athletes’ wages are not made

public in Cuba but are believed to be
somewhere around the $20 a month
that most other state employees earn
— a tiny fraction of the millions
many U.S. big leaguers make.
“It’s the dream of many athletes to
test themselves in other leagues —
the big leagues, if at some point my
country would allow it,” said Yasmani
Tomas, who is one of Cuba’s top

talents, batting .345 last season with
the powerhouse Havana Industriales.
Under the new policy, athletes will
be eligible to play abroad as long as they
fulfill their commitments at home,
the Communist Party newspaper
Granma reported. For baseball
players, that means being available for
international competitions as well as
Cuba’s November-to-April league.
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Level: 1

FOR RELEASE JUNE 13, 2012

THE Daily Commuter Puzzle

THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME

by David L. Hoyt and Jeff Knurek

10/02/13

5 Accumulate, as
bank interest
6 Wild hogs
7 Plays a role
8 __ the line;
obey
9 Hearing organ
10 Bubonic __;
fatal epidemic
11 Sixty minutes
12 __ of Wight
13 In case
19 Has on
21 Engrave
24 All at __;
suddenly
25 Mary __;
Lincoln’s wife
26 Argument
27 Hidden supply
28 Hopping insect
29 Fortress; place
of security
30 Bread browned
32 After-dinner
candy
33 Ancient
35 Follow orders
37 Uncommon

Tuesday’s
Puzzle Solved
Tuesday’s Puzzle Solved
Monday’s Puzzle Solved

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.
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GAME
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38 Nickel or dime
40 Britain’s dollar
41 Café au __;
coffee with milk
43 Diagrams
44 Auto seller
46 __ Starr;
female outlaw
of the Old West

47
48
49
50
52
53
55
56
57

10/01/13

Hold __; save
Rex or Donna
Repair
Tabby’s cry
Secondhand
Deadly snakes
Hooting bird
Which person?
Hot tub

EARTOT

EARTOT
EARTOT
EARTOT

NABTID
NABTID
NABTID
NABTID

Now Now
arrange
the the
circled
letters
arrange
circled
letters
Now
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the
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Now
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to
form
the
surprise
answer,
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to
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as
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answer,
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the
above
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suggested
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suggested
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suggested
the
above
cartoon.

Answer
Answer
Answer
Answer
Answer:
here:
here:
here:
here:

Pick up the Daily Egyptian each day
to test your crossword skills
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Jumble puzzle magazines available at pennydellpuzzles.com/jumblemags

DOWN
Abhor
Leave out
Pajamas
Twenty-__;
blackjack

Complete the grid so each
row, column and 3-by3 box (in bold borders)
contain every digit, 1 to
9. For strategies on how
to SOLUTION
solve Sudoku,
visit
TO TUESDAY’S PUZZLE
w w w. s u d o ku . o rg. u k .

Jumble puzzle magazines available at pennydellpuzzles.com/jumblemags
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3
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Tuesday’s Answers:

by Jacqueline E. Mathews

Jumble puzzle magazines available at pennydellpuzzles.com/jumblemags
Jumble puzzle magazines available at pennydellpuzzles.com/jumblemags

ACROSS
1 Tramp
5 Subside
10 Silvers or
Donahue
14 Word of
agreement
15 Chocolaty drink
16 Finish last
17 Detergent
brand
18 Screeches like
an alley cat
20 And so forth:
abbr.
21 Is inaccurate
22 Wading bird
23 Water lily
25 Greek “T”
26 Wall bracket for
a candlestick
28 Woods
31 Bit of fabric
used to cover a
tear
32 Shapes
34 Also
36 Muscle
soreness
37 Irritated
38 Grouch
39 Definite article
40 Black-andwhite animal
41 Baggy
42 Chaperone
44 Tiny & delicate
45 Color
46 For the time
__; meanwhile
47 TV’s Suze __
50 Beef or ham
51 Activity center
54 Bum
57 Mediocre
58 Canvas shelter
59 Entire
60 Supplication
61 Likelihood
62 Nearer the floor
63 Tallies up

2

(Answers
tomorrow)
(Answers
tomorrow)
(Answers
tomorrow)
(Answers
tomorrow)
PLUSH
PIXEL
FATHOM
WRITER
Jumbles:
PLUSH
PIXEL
Jumbles:
PLUSH
FATHOM
WRITER
Jumbles:
Yesterday’s
PLUSH PIXEL
PIXEL FATHOM
FATHOM WRITER
WRITER
Jumbles:
Tuesday’s
Yesterday’s
Yesterday’s
Yesterday’s
His father
wanted
him
to become
a tailor,
but
Answer:
His
father
wanted
him
to
become
a
tailor,
but
Answer:
father
wantedhim
himtotobecome
become aa tailor,
Answer:
His His
father
wanted
tailor,but
but
Answers: Answer:
the
prospect
didn’t
—
SUIT
HIM
the
prospect
didn’t
—
HIM
the
prospect
didn’t
SUIT
HIM
the
prospect
didn’t
——SUIT
SUIT
HIM

Aries — Today is an 8 — Don’t
make promises you won’t keep.
Friends teach you the rules. Work
causes delays, so call if you’ll be
late. A bird in the hand is worth two
in the bush. Proceed with caution.

Cancer — Today is a 6 — Work
interferes with travel. Rethink
finances. Don’t fund a fantasy. Go
for substance over symbolism. Ask
your partner to exert influence.
Use what you’ve recently learned.

Libra — Today is a 7 — Go for solid
results. Blend creative ideas into a
plan. Your limits get tested. You tend
to overestimate your powers and
under-budget your time. If you’re
late for a date, text or call.

Capricorn — Today is a 7 — A
distant friend is a big comfort. Do
a job yourself and save. Exert fair
caution. Be clever and resourceful.
Recycling pays. Clean with a
vengeance. Waste not, want not.

Taurus — Today is a 6 — Listen to
all considerations before choosing
direction. Changing fiscal priorities
causes upsets. Work on the big
picture first. Accept fringe benefits
as partial payment.

Leo — Today is an 8 — Private
conversations boost efficiency. Sort
out any disagreements, especially
about money. Otherwise, it could
get confusing. Consider suggestions
first. Then urge someone into action.

Scorpio — Today is a 6 — Keep
your objective in mind. Conserve
resources. Know what you’re talking
about, but don’t tell everything.
Listening can be more powerful
than speaking. Work extra hard now.

Aquarius — Today is a 6 —
Your hunches get challenged. Talk
is cheap right now. Hold on to your
money. There could be a conflict with
a competitor. Discuss an impending
change with your teammates.

Gemini — Today is a 5 — Use
your intuition. Talk leads to
opportunities. Look at your
situation from a higher vantage
point. Be a stabilizing influence.
Don’t push yourself too far too fast.

Virgo — Today is an 8 — All isn’t
as it appears. Be careful. Figure out
what needs to be done. You come
up with a better idea, and save a ton.
Put your will into creative projects.
Postpone chores. Record the muse.

Sagittarius—Todayisa 6 — Friends
are right there for you. Suspend
disbelief. Confirm reservations.
Keep the money in mind. Don’t
tell the whole story, yet. Be patient
with things that don’t make sense.

Pisces — Today is a 7 —
Check instructions for errors or
changes. It could get chaotic. Listen
to someone who’s confused. Work
gets profitable, so pour on the steam.
Be gracious even if unwarranted.
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Penn State meets Indiana in game of fast tempos
JOE JULIANO
Associated Press
Penn State often likes to play
offense at a fast tempo, a style that
coach Bill O’Brien calls “NASCAR.”
Indiana also prefers a speedy tempo,
though that offense doesn’t seem to
have a catchy name.
But O’Brien is perceptive enough
to know that speed can hurt his
team namely, the Lions’ defense,
which will need time to rest against
the Hoosiers’ high-powered attack
that will be featured in Saturday’s
Big Ten opener at Bloomington,
Ind.

WOMEN’S GOLF
CONTINUED FROM

12

Mihelich said Cassie Rushing has
the ability to shoot low scores every
round.
“Her ball striking is excellent. She
hits it really hard and far and is really
good with her irons,” Mihelich said.
Three members of the team and
the individual qualifier, sophomore
Mattie Lindner, posted scores in the
70s during the first round.
Bradley University junior Thea
Hedemann and sophomore Danielle
Lemek had the lead after the first
round. They each shot even par.
The Salukis were nine shots behind
at the end of the first day after Bradley
shot a team score of 308.
The second round of the

NOVARA
CONTINUED FROM

12

Newton said he wanted Novara
because he is a talented local.
“We thought that we were the
right place for him,” Newton said.
“If he would have gone to a bigger
school, he might have been trying
to qualify all the time and might
not have gotten to play.”
Novara signed with SIU shortly
after his senior season, and Len
Novara said Newton was the main
factor.
Drew Novara said he was
always a fan of the University of
North Carolina, and it was once
his dream to play there, but it
eventually came down to SIU or
the University of Cincinnati. SIU’s
better offer and close proximity

EXTRA POINT
CONTINUED FROM

12

SIU ranks second in the
conference and eighth in the nation
in rushing defense, allowing only
93.2 rushing yards per game.
Opposing running backs have
struggled to find a rhythm against
the Salukis this season, which can
be credited to how dominant SIU’s
front seven has been.
The Salukis are tied for 23rd in
the football championship series
with seven tackles for loss per game.
The rushing defense will face
a stiff test Saturday facing South
Dakota State’s Zach Zenner, one of
the leading rushers in the FCS this
season.
The junior leads the MVFC
and is third in the nation with
746 rushing yards in five games.

So the coach is going to pay
attention to how heavy his foot will
be on the gas pedal during the game.
“You have to gauge tempo,
how is the game going,” O’Brien
said Tuesday at his weekly
teleconference. “You don’t want to
put your defense in bad situations
where they’ve just been out there
and you go up-tempo, and it’s a
30-second drive, you’re three (plays)
and out, and your defense is right
back out there. That’s not being a
very good head coach or offensive
coordinator.”
In case you were wondering,
O’Brien is the offensive coordinator

as well as being head coach.
Through four games this season,
the Nittany Lions (3-1) have
averaged 74.3 plays compared
with 76.5 for Indiana (2-2). The
Hoosiers, however, are averaging
7.2 yards per play a full yard more
than the Lions and are rolling up
44.5 points and 547 yards of total
offense per game.
Indiana coach Kevin Wilson
doesn’t appear to have the same
concern as O’Brien about wearing
out his defense. The Hoosiers have
struggled on that side of the ball,
allowing averages of 463 yards and
33 points.

tournament was controlled by SIU.
Every team member had rounds in
the 70s and they did not need to
use a 7-over-par 79 from freshman
Brooke Cusumano.
Senior Ashleigh Rushing bounced
back after an opening round 83 and
finished with a 4-over-par 76 in her
second round.
Freshman Xianmei Jin shot even
par in the second round.
The top four team scores are used
for the team total and SIU finished at
3-over-par as a team.
The lowest total of the tournament
for the Salukis as a team was the final
round, despite having five of their six
players finish with rounds in the 70s.
Cassie Rushing finished the
tournament at 6-over-par and in
second place, two shots behind Lemek.

Grimes finished in third one shot
behind Cassie Rushing. All Salukis
finished tied for 23rd or better.
“It was two beautiful days, three
rounds of great golf,” Grimes said.
SIU hopes to sustain this
momentum for two weeks until they
head to Springfield, Mo., for the
Payne Stewart Memorial hosted by
Missouri State University.
Mihelich said her team will see
familiar faces at MSU.
“Quite a few of our conference
foes will be at the Missouri State
tournament and we’re looking
forward to a strong finish there,” she
said.

won out, and he chose to become
a Saluki.
Both Drew and Len Novara
said their favorite golf memory
occured when Len Novara caddied
for Drew at the Aug. 12-18
U.S Amateur Championship in
Brookline, Mass.
“That was a moment that was
truly special for a father and a son
to spend together,” Len Novara said.
Drew Novara said he can see
himself playing golf for the rest of
his life and hopes to one day become
a professional. He said his favorite
golfer is Tiger Woods because you
barely see any flaws to his game.
“You see a lot of golfers who
have a ton of talent and a ton of
potential,” Drew Novara said.
“There is always something they
lack, but watching Tiger, even if
someone is more talented than him,

it seems he is going to do whatever
it takes to win.”
Len Novara said that he is proud
of his son for achieving something he
worked so hard for, and said staying
close to him is not only a benefit to
Drew, but also the entire family.
Len Novara goes to most of the
matches and tournaments close
to Carbondale, and stays active
with the team, sometimes inviting
players home for dinner.
Novara is still in contact with
his high school teammates and
still plays golf with a few of them
occasionally. He said coming from
the local area gives him an enormous
amount of pride for his hometown
and the people he has met at SIU.

Zenner is averaging 149.2 yards
per game, which ranks fourth in
the FCS.
“He’s fast,” Lennon said. “He
also runs like a fullback. He could
run you over, and then if he gets
a step on you, he is flying out of
the gate. So he has a really good
combination.”
Saturday’s matchup is a mustwin for SIU. If the Salukis leave
Brookings, S.D., with a loss, then
they will find themselves in a very
deep hole to climb out of.
With Northern Iowa and North
Dakota State looming, SIU will
have to remember to concentrate on
what’s right in front of them, which
is South Dakota State.
“We just have to beat (South
Dakota State),” Lennon said. “And
I’m sure that’s their game plan too.
The last five weeks, unfortunately,

we haven’t found that last play that
we need to carry us over, and that’s
what we have to find.”
If a few plays throughout the
season went the Salukis’ way, they
would be looking at a 4-1 record
and not a 2-3 record facing virtually
a must-win.
There is still a lot of football to be
played this season, and Lennon said
his team must remain resilient.
“Nobody has thrown in the
towel,” he said. “If anything, I
think this team has shown that they
have that fighting spirit. The best
thing for us is that we have another
opportunity to show that we are a
good team against South Dakota
State.”

Tyler Dixon can be reached at
tdixon@dailyegyptian.com or 5363311 ext. 269.

Aaron Graff can be contacted at
Agraff@dailyegyptian.com or (618)536-3311 ext. 282

Terrance Peacock can be reached at
tpeacock@dailyegyptian.com or 5363311 ext. 256.
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After disappointing finishes in the first two
tournaments of the season, the Salukis clicked and
grabbed their first tournament win of the season
Tuesday at the University of Missouri Kansas City
Kangaroo Invitational in Kansas City, Mo.
“We know we can put low scores and low team
scores on the card and be able to bounce back,” coach
Alexis Mihelich said.
This was the first tournament win for the Salukis
since the 2012 SIUE Intercollegiate. Mihelich said it
was beneficial to get this win against familiar teams.
“It feels good; it’s a confidence booster within our
conference competition,” Mihelich said.
The women capped off a successful first day Monday
with a team round of 291, the third-best single-round
score in SIU women’s golf history.
Junior Kris Grimes led SIU with a 1-over-par 73
after the first round. Grimes has proven her ability to
post low scores, as she was a two-time All-American at
the College of the Canyons in Santa Clarita, Calif.
Grimes said she knew she could post good scores as
soon as she saw the course.
“When I stepped onto the course, I felt confident,”
Grimes said.
Senior Cassie Rushing continued her stellar senior
season with a 4-over-par 76 in the first round and a
4-under-par 68 in the second. Rushing’s second
round score was the only round in the 60s in the entire
ALEXA ROGALS | DAILY EGYPTIAN tournament field.
“I was really pleased with how well I hit my irons,
Senior golfer Cassie Rushing lines up a shot Sept. 2 during a practice at Hickory Ridge Golf Course. Rushing placed second and my putting was really good too,” Rushing said.
overall Tuesday at the University of Missouri-Kansas City Kangaroo Fall Invitational, leading the Salukis to a historic
tournament win. The Salukis shot 291 in the second round, the third-best team round score in SIU women’s golf history.
The team will head to Springfield, Mo., Oct. 14 for the Missouri State Payne Stewart Invitational.
Please see WOMEN’S GOLF | 11

Novara keeps his heart close to home
Daily Egyptian
Sophomore men’s golfer Drew
Novara grew up in Murphysboro, and
ultimately opted to stay closer to his
family and to show more pride for the
region were he grew up.
Novara said when he was a child
everyone on his mom’s side of the

family loved to golf, especially his late
grandpa, Robert Streuter. Novara said
Streuter was his biggest inspiration for
golf, and he wishes he could golf with
Streuter.
“Every time I go and talk to a
member at the golf course, they say,
‘Man, your grandpa would sure be
proud,’ and they talk about how much
he loved golf and loved his grandkids,”

Novara said. “I’d say he’s up there
watching out for me for sure, and he’s
got to be my biggest inspiration.”
Len Novara, Drew’s father, is the
athletic director of Murphysboro
High School, and encouraged Drew
to be involved in sports since he began
walking. Len said Drew originally
expressed interest in baseball, but a
leg injury in high school made him

rethink the sport, with his doctor
recommending a set of golf clubs
instead. The next day, Drew was
fitted for clubs, and Len immediately
noticed Drew’s talent.
“From the very first swing I ever
saw from him, there was a consistency
that to me, not being a golfer, certainly
seemed like something that was out of
the ordinary,” Len Novara said.

Novara’s talent made him an ideal
future Saluki. SIU men’s golf coach
Leroy Newton was aware of him
since his freshman year, and heard
about his talent from other golf
coaches in the area. When it came
time for Newton to recruit players,
Novara was one of his top picks.
Please see NOVARA | 11

Secondary off to rocky start
THE
EXTRA
POINT
WITH TERRANCE PEACOCK
Daily Egyptian

So far this season the Saluki
offense has been on fire, but the
defense has a little catching up to
do.
The Salukis are third in the

Missouri Valley Conference and
tied for 30th in the nation in total
offense with an average of 444.2
yards per game. However, the
Salukis have given up an average
of 296.8 passing yards per game,
which is 114th in the country.
Quarterbacks have been able to
feast off of SIU’s secondary this
season. The Salukis are giving up
too many completions downfield
and have failed to come up with a big
stop when they need it most.
Twice this season the Saluki
defense has allowed a quarterback to
throw four passing touchdowns in a
single game.
SIU is surrendering 27.8 points
per game this season, and although
the offense is averaging 33 points
a game, it’s hard to beat quality

opponents when the opposing
offense is putting up almost four
touchdowns per game on the
defense.
Coach Dale Lennon said the
defense must improve.
“We talked about it on Sunday,
and the thing that was disappointing
was the short yardage defense on
Saturday and how we weren’t able to
get the stops when we need them,”
Lennon said. “We just have to be
more sharp on assignments and have
confidence in what we’re doing.”
Although the passing defense has
not been up to par with Lennon’s
expectations, the running defense
has performed at a high level through
the season’s first five games.
Please see EXTRA POINT | 11
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Junior tight end MyCole Pruitt runs past a defender Saturday
during the Salukis’ 28-27 loss to Youngstown State University at
Saluki Stadium. Pruitt posted a team leading 83 yards on eight
catches for the 2-3 Salukis. SIU travels to Brookings, S.D., Saturday
to take on the Jackrabbits of South Dakota State University.

